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editor's letter
During my six semesters as editor of MoYO, I have attempted to use this space as an introduction to the magazine
rather than a paper and ink platform. One objective of my tenure has been the production of a publication with one
foot rooted in the local—an interview with Michelle Myers—and the other dangling near Jupiter—Dutch male pros-
titutes—maintaining a balance unique among Denison media. In order to achieve this balance, I have often been as
much steward as editor, sacrificing time on and space for my articles to prune and shape the work of others, placing
their thoughts and concerns and those of the magazine above my own. Although the full title is Mind of Your Own, I
enjoy obscuring my opinions and allowing an issue to speak for itself. My reasons are threefold. One, the publication's
timetable is longer than that of other campus media; when an issue reaches a student's hands, the incidents or con-
cerns upon which I may comment—the same ones filling the pages of The Denisonian or squeezed into the Bullsheet
at the moment of composition—have been forgotten, regardless of whether anything has been resolved. Two, I write
for a very narrow segment of the populace—most dining hall denizens pick up MoYO for the pictures (although Exile
may have us beat this time) or to cloak the turkey cutlet—and those of you who look forward to an issue's release
either share my views or do not deserve additional didacticism.
Three, four years is too short a time to correct an institution's ills,
especially when these same problems are entrenched in Western
culture, perhaps all human culture, and will continue to affect our
lives after graduation. Since this is my final issue, however, I will
cast aside tradition and offer a trite, if not obvious response to
everything ranging from paper waste to racism.
Most of Denison's problems exist within individuals as much
as within the institution. Focus on yourself for a change; point a
finger if it helps. The University has committed its series of blun-
ders, I admit. After all, Denison is an institution that publicizes
the presence of a paper-saving measure—a small, pegboard
kiosk—by printing out two thousand flyers to stuff into student
mailboxes. OK, the flyers are half a page, costing the world a
mere thousand sheets of paper, but they could occupy only a quar-
ter of a page, conserving even more trees, couldn't they?
A better question: why am I expressing this eco-awareness when the same two thousand flyers were discarded
upon the floor of Slayter? Instead of complaining about paper cups in the dining hall and essays being printed on both
sides of the page, try not littering in the student union, cleaning your mailbox by casting a pile of Xeroxed, multicol-
ored offal on the floor. Instead of signing petitions and staging rallies, trying talking to students of other races, other
creeds, other—dare, I write it—social classes, getting to know people as individuals, not as symbols. We, the student
body, including myself, can lessen problems of segregation by making an effort at interacting. And this interaction
might also cause us to acknowledge a slew of often overlooked problems—the treatment of and attitudes towards
women, both students and faculty; classicism as thick as an Ambercrombie sweater, just as omnipresent; and the
persistent, almost socially accepted and rarely punished, prejudice shown towards homosexuals. Take some personal
responsibility.
Of course, you who really care are doing what I've suggested and will continue to do so. You don't need the
media serving as a moral compass. And the rest? They are content to get their degree and get the hell out, enjoying the
pleasures the place provides and having no regrets. They are like a professor I know who read the latest campus
bulletin concerning the Wingless Angels in front of his class, mocking the victim's feelings of being "violated,"
saying this incident would be regarded as joke twenty years ago, when he claimed, as proof of the before mentioned
group's frivolity, a minister of the BSU was Wielder of the Naughty Knob. Of course, the liberal, sarcastic pissant in
me wants to write something about assaulting area coordinators and harassing first year women being a real barrel of
laughs, but—and this is truly disappointing—part of me agrees with him. Perhaps we lose site of our educational
goals and let passions get the better of pragmatism. Perhaps we need to relax before exercising personal responsibil-
ity. Think before reacting.
Since this magazine is dedicated to free thinking and creative expression, I leave you the above harangue
without guilt, bolstered by the feeling I have finally come close to capturing the spirit of MoYO, loud and loose. Since
this is a last hurrah of sorts, I yield to a further indulgence and mention my muse, my critic, my love Alison Stine. She
is a new Eve who seized the apple, ate it whole, and not for a second felt shame. To her I dedicate this issue. As for the
nature of its contents, decide for yourself. After all, you have a mind of your own. p , r)urjca
Editor-in-Chief
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The Hauming
op 'Barney Hall
mysteries of the by upward
fourth floor revealed
T he theater was as dark as babyJessica's well; the only image visibleto the audience was the calm, grainy
face of Mick Jagger as he pointed his laser
pistol at Emilio Estevez. I sat alone in the
front row, or so I believed, until I felt a warm
breath down the side of my neck. One of those
warm breaths that makes your skin feel like
sandpaper. I turned my head to examine the
breath's source, and there she was. Eyes like
a Monet painting—soft, tender colors, beau-
tifully blended. Ears calling out for you to
lean towards effervescent, smooth cartilage and whisper, "I
like your ears," or, "Are you of legal age?" and hair that
made you want to go out and buy tampons.
As I admired my new guest, she presented me with a
black box and before I could ask her name, she vanished.
Unfastening the box, I discovered a badly neglected pair of
dentures. Suddenly, the woman returned and after a quick
apology swapped the box for a similar article.
I opened the new container to reveal an elaborate com-
puter screen that fuzzed-over before presenting the all too
familiar face of the editor-in-chief of this magazine.
"Ah, Muzzeli, I have another assignment for you," he
spat out, his voice a mixture of Edward G. Robinson and the
guy from Fat Albert who wore the lampshade.
"It's Ward, sir. What's going down?"
"I'm gonna need you to get me the skinny on the fourth
floor of Barney."
"The fourth floor of Barney?"
"They say its haunted by some spook?"
"A government assassin?"
"No, no, Benetti. A spook, specter, spirit, ghost. I want
you to spend the night up in the fourth floor of Barney and
get the lowdown on this thing. Oh, and take that photogra-
pher of yours, Chan."
"Its Boyle, sir."
"Right, right. Well, I want this article on my desk by
Sunday. Good luck, Butafuco. This message will self-destruct
in fifteen seconds." The screen blipped and went blank. While
I was standing up, I stumbled over the box, which exploded,
singing both my eyebrows. These are times to try men's souls,
but there's no rest for the vigilant.
After a quick investigation, I learned the identity of
the apparition who wanders the halls of Barney—one Francis
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Donelly, a student who per-
ished after falling down a
flight of stairs, the end result
of a scuffle with a peer.
"How unfortunate," re-
marked my photographer, one
Devlin Boyle.
"The name or the
death?"
"Neither. I was remarking about your burned-off eye-
brows."
After finishing our research we began our assignment
with several interviews of various area locals.
"So what do you think of the specter who haunts the
fourth floor of Barney hall?"
Before the first local could answer, a car swerved off
the road and struck him, smashing his body into a brick wall.
"And what about you, do you believe in the ghost of
Barney hall?"
"OH MY GOD! MY HUSBAND!!!"
The third local we interviewed entered into a long ti-
rade concerning the idiocy of people who believe in ghosts
and any sort of afterlife. I can't be sure what his conclusions
were because my attention span wandered from his words to
the scene in Willow when Kevin Pollack falls in love with a
cat.
We continued our journey to Barney hall to spend the
night and meet this apparent apparition. As we reached the
fourth floor I noticed the first sign of our ghost—a strange,
spongy object attached to my jacket.
"Luc, I think that's the spleen of the first guy we inter-
viewed."
"And the red ectoplasm all over your head is his blood."
"Actually, no. Somebody put strawberry syrup in my
hair tonic." Devlin dropped his camera and pointed at the
end of the hall. "Look a safe."
My photographer was correct in his observation. Built
into the wall of the fourth floor was a safe, looking as old
and impenetrable as a Jean Renoir film. After several weak
attempts to open it, we realized the task required some sort
of explosive. I sent Devlin to retrieve his asthma inhaler and
a sharp object, while I looked around for anything helpful at
hand. Or anything from a higher plane.
The ghost I was looking for had been one of the first
students at this illustrious institution. He had been caught in
a whorehouse, had received a restraining order in connec-
tion with the girl's college, and had died defending himself
from an accusation of theft. Since Francis's demise, reports
have been circulating about his ghost appearing on the fourth
floor and throwing fruit at an occasional passersby on the
walkway outside Barney.
"Why fruit?" I asked myself just before hearing the
deafening pop of Devlin
puncturing his asthma
inhaler with a pen.
I ran over to find
the safe intact but sport-
ing a large dent, with
Devlin unconscious be-
side it, minus both his
hands. Ignoring his in-
juries, I grabbed a large
sledgehammer conve-
niently lying in the
middle of the hallway
and worked the dent
into a hole, obtaining
access to this mysteri-
ous safe. I crawled in-
side and found myself
surrounded by stacks
and stacks of money.
"What is going on
here?"
"Getting yourself
into lots of trouble."
I turned around to
see the all too familiar face of my editor painted
white. He wore a black spandex jumpsuit with a
picture of Marvin the Martian ironed onto the front.
"What are you wearing?"
"I spilled coffee on the white sheet with holes
cut out for the eyes, and this was the next best thing.
Now stand up." I noticed he was holding a gun.
"So now comes the part when you explain why
there is all this money in the safe, and basically what the hell
is going on here?"
"Well, actually, I was just going to shoot you, but since
you ask, I've been embezzling all of the money from the
DCGA by convincing them to grant me much more funding
Continued on page 17
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No! Your Crocodile Dundee
interview with Chet
SnOllf f er by Chris Million
Chet Snouffer greeted me in jeans, sneakers, and
an Adidas long-sleeved shirt. A well-built fellow
standing about 5 '10", he looked to be in his mid-
thirties though he's actually forty-three. He's been
throwing boomerangs in Ohio since boyhood.
Chet Snouffer has been the World Champion
three times ('85, '89, '94), US National Cham-
pion eleven times ('83, '87-'96), and US Open
Champion five times ('92- '96). He was the Presi-
dent of the US Boomerang Association (USBA)
for four years, and is now a member of the USBA
board. He holds a number of World Records in
his sport and has been featured on "PM Maga-
zine," ESPN's "Amazing Games," CBS Nightly
News, Australia's "Who " Magazine, MTV Sports,
Sports Illustrated, Men's Fitness, and Ohio
Magazine. He has a resonant voice and a warm
handshake. Chet lives in Delaware, Ohio, on the
bank of the Olentangy River, with his wife and
two children.
MoYO: I wanted to start by talking about the
origin and history of boomerangs. How old are
they? What can you tell me about their develop-
ment?
Chet: Well, the oldest boomerangs are about
12,000 to 15, 000 years old. The earliest found
have been in Europe, Australia, and northern Africa. The
boomerang movement has come in waves. The first surge
was around 1900. There was a four blade for backyard play
that Victorian ladies caught with nets. Then, in the 1950s
there was another boost when Popular Science and some other
magazines took a look at boomerangs. The last big wave
started in the 1970s when the Smithsonian began holding
annual boomerang crafting workshops. A week after the
workshop, there would be a competition. So boomerang en-
thusiasts started coming just for that competition, and they
blew the workshoppers away. This kind of became the Na-
tional Championships. This continued until about 1982, when
the Smithsonian said they didn't want it to be that kind of
event and it wasn't really their intention. That's when the
US Boomerang Association was formed. It's been hosting
tournaments ever since. International play really began in
1981, when a team of US throwers challenged the Austra-
lians.
MoYO: Were the Australians and Americans the leaders in
the sport at that time?
Chet: Yeah, those were the two main countries. America had
a big band of enthusiasts because it was unique, like Frisbee.
It was something different. Australians, especially European
Australians, had a great competitive spirit. The aborigines
play too, but they're more laid back about it. People of Eu-
ropean descent are so competitive anyway, and some of the
other cultures don't have that same, "let's make a game and
try to beat each other at it" kind of spirit. The boomerang
was designed to hunt birds. They weren't trying to make
something that would come back, but something that would
climb and hit the flock. But when you throw it overhand, it
comes back. They would throw them sidearm and it would
swoop up and it was like a shotgun blast in a flock of birds.
It really stacked the odds in their favor.
MoYO: Could you tell me more about the first international
match between the Americans and Australians?
Chet: The US challenged the Australians to a match. It was
just a group of American throwers, but the Australian Boo-
merang Association had been running since the late 1960s.
The Americans had developed some events that the Austra-
lians didn't do then. So there was a lot of negotiating about
which we would do and which we wouldn't. So the Ameri-
cans dominated all the events we brought over with us, and
ended up winning the whole thing. But there's always been
talk that the Aussies would've beat us if we hadn't done some
of our own events.
MoYO: What about today? Are there international rules or
guidelines?
Chet: Yeah, there's an international set of rules and they're
pretty standard now. They kept changing year to year until
about 1991. The format since '91 has been pretty universal.
The Europeans were ready to go along with whatever the
Australians did, but the Americans were always making up
their own rules. Americans are always free-thinking, trying
to make something new and more exciting. We finally agreed
to use their rules when it started costing us in the world cham-
pionships. We were doing events there that we didn't ever
do anywhere else and it was hurting us.
MoYO: Are those American innovations still used?
Chet: Yeah, the US, the Germans and the French are the top
countries as far as throwing and definitely the most innova-
tive in their design work. The Americans are pretty innova-
tive in their work, but the Germans—sometimes we get a
hold of a German design and we try to modify them and
make it different, but we're using their design to start off
with. When they use our design, they're sort of coming full-
circle with it. They won the last two world championships,
so there's a tendency to think that they've got the better tech-
nology—we've got to get what they've got. In some ways,
you're limited, because then you're only as good as they
are—you've got to keep evolving the technology, to keep
the edge.
MoYO: Is that where most of the difference is made in the
sport?
Chet: I think so. Now, America has always trained harder,
whereas the other countries are slower. I mean, we've domi-
nated for the past ten years, we've won all the international
championships, and I think it's because we had more ath-
letes and more athletic approach to training, as well as the
advanced boomerangs. Now, it seems like the Germans are
pretty athletic and the French, and you see more athletic
throwers, and the technology has evened out. There is no
edge now—you've got to get it either in technology or in
training. We did some things this year that we've never done
before.
MoYO: Anything in particular?
Chet: Well we did the team training camp in PA, and 24-30
throwers went there to select three teams, the third being a
developmental team. People went knowing that of the thirty
that went, only 18 would be selected for the teams. So we
trained together there and we divided up the teams randomly
at first, which was nice. And then we worked on a unified
concept, because in the past, our two teams have been really
competitive with each other—we were trying to beat the
Germans and the French, but we kept getting distracted—
we were trying to beat each other, but because of that, we
lost the tournament. And then we also had a boomerang day,
a big workshop. We had all the materials and it was just a big
boomerang making day—outfitting everybody so that we
were all armed and dangerous. And then we had team selec-
tion, three teams that are strong and that will, hopefully, do
well.
MoYO: You said that the third team was a developmental
team?
Chet: Yeah, we tried to pick younger throwers who weren't
quite ready to be on teams one or two, but who showed po-
tential, and that's hard because the tendency is to put other
better throwers on there who really deserve to go, and it was
hard to say, "you've been on three teams before, but we're
going to send another thrower who isn't as good as you."
But it's building for the future—I'm sure some feelings were
hurt, but..
MoYO: It must be tougher in such a small, localized sport...
Chet: Yeah, so everyone felt they had a right to go. We des-
ignated three coaches and said, "you're the final call—your
decision goes." And they divided it up and figured it out.
MoYO: Who's involved? Who are the coaches?
Chet: Larry Ruth and Barnaby Ruhe and Eric Darnell. And
they are, to me, the very best. They were on the boomerang
team with me in '81 and I was the youngest member of that
team, and I'm the oldest of the team I'm on now, but I'm on
team one. I've got a nice group—I've got a nineteen year
old, Adam Ruth, the world-record holder, and I've got Betsy
Mallar-Giggs, the only woman on any of the teams, one of
the top throwers in the world, and she's very competitive,
and Stevie Cavanaugh, really laid back, and 30 or so now,
but we think of him as a college kid, got the long Rasta hair
[laughs] and real force, that's his best trait. And my brother
Greg—we've only lost once that we've been on the same
team. We were always on different teams, but we're a really
strong unit—we bring out the best in each other, so that'll
help. That should get them worried already, just that we're
together. And then we've got., um... Aaron McGuire, a Kent
state grad, a track athlete, built like a horse—we didn't ex-
pect him to end up on the team, but they thought, "he's got
Continued on page 17
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oqM ugqj 'qjmj gqj sjjgj gqs ji puy
•ji 9AOUI jou op i jnq 'jjgj jgq uo sjsgj
puBq jq§u Am tMoqp jgq uo gjnssgjd
B si ggjnos gqj sjsisui gqs 'gdBj gqj UQ
•jgocj gqj Aq SUIJIJM gpBiuojnB 'jgdBd §ui
-qgjBJOS ugd B puB suoijB3OAui snoiJBA
S5JOOJ pgjBDlpUl J MOpUlM 3qj 'UiniJJB 3qj
OJUI UMOp §U15[OOJ pUB UJOOJ Alii 3plS
-jno gDBJjgj 3qj UO §UlpUBJS 'MOU gzqBgj
I sy '3joui Suiqjou 'A.iojs gqj punoj§ oj
pgpugjui SBM gjnjsg§ Asdij B qjiM pgjB3
-ipui i MopuiM gqx t;paq siq ui jsoqg
V punoj gOUO 5[003 B 3J3qM
'tuooj pgjunBq snourej gqj
sj,, 'MopuiM uiopuBj B JB dn
Smjmod 'PIBS j 4t'uiooj jBqj
puy,, -sjijids uojxng gqj
jnoqB sguojs uigqj Suqpj
;t>;; SBM j 'SSBJ§ qjjnoj Am Aq
:-f PUB 'P°°J -mo J° uoijipuog
puB ganBS9];ddB UJJBM ui pgjgqjouis
g}[B3 pBgjqjg§UI§ B JBg J 'SUlBJUnOJ
AUBUI stugpjB§ gqj jo QUO jo MSIA B
SuijgjJO 'S[JBM pUB §Uqp3 SSBjg B qjiM
UIOOJ §UlUlp B UI Jjgsgp AlU 95[BJ J
'Sgijnjugg JOU 'S9pB3gp
jo suijgj ui jnq 'uojxng gqj JB mjs PUBJS
OJ UI99S S90p 9LUIX 'JOOJJ JSJIJ 9qj JO
qjuuBM PUB jqSq gqj Joj mjgjBJ§ UJB j
gqj — SUI9JI p9jsij gqj SUOUIB pg.i9p.io
jou PBJBS B — S9AIJJB 5[09qo gqj ugq^v
•qjnoX SuiMOJJBq UA\ A"UI PUB SQ861
9qj '90UB9S gqj jo gpBiu i Suipjoo9j gqj
oj ugjsq i 'gpijJB siqj 9jiJA\ sy
•suiSgq unj gqj
—UMBip SMOpuiM gqj JJB uo spuqq gqj
PUB pg^ooj joop gqj qjiM—guiu UIOGJ
gpisui gguQ 'sdij Aui oj pgsrej jgSuij
B qjiA\s uigqj piq pUB SJIBJS gqj oj
jgAO uigqj gABM j 'sjuids pgipoquigsip
uBqj gjoui uiojj uopugjjB jgBJjjB oj gins
puB goBjjgj gqj uo goBjd Am LUOJJ gj;qi
-SIA 'sjuBd g§UBJO uogu siBgM jsijjy gqj
jnq—suA\ojq PUB 's^gBjq 'sXBiS pgjnui
'sjopo qBip—pgjonjjsui SB pgssgjp
uigqj jo A\gj y 'jgoj gqj pUB 'JSIAIJ
-oy gqj 'uBxgx gqj—USUIOM ggjqj puB
—jsijjy gqj puB A'oqABjj gqj \\V3 \\itA. j
moqM—ugui gjoui OMJ pgjiAUi gABq j os
pUB 'gguBHjq jgpug§ B gABq jsnui gouBgs
gqj^ ugqdBjSojoqd Xtu Suijunog 'JBJOJ ui
xis 'JBD guo ui gAixiB sjsgnS XJAJ
•jgpuoM i 'Xjidipugjgs jo
uuoj gguBijs y "uiooj Aui 'raooj pgjunBq
guinugg gqj 'guiu jgquinu LUOJJ jno
gqj qjiM UBqj gpjoq guiM gqj jo gjBjs
gqj qjiM pgujgguoo gjoui pguiggs
XjJBd Xp\ ug^giu g[qBj gqj uo gjpuBO
gqj gpBiu puB s^Bgui jno pgjooo JIB
jqSiu jgquigjdgg tumujB gqj ui jnoj j
jo XjJBd B qjiM pgjBgs SBA\ 'uojxng J
gqj JB pguip j guiij JSB{ gqx
•?[ggqo gqj JQJ >[SB puB I
qojBM Xiu JB gouBjS i -UBO ugjpnqo I
Kjuo SB SuijpX puB SSBI;§ gqj jsBd
Suipij sgp^oiq uo sA"oq ggjqj Xq UIB§B
gouo pgpJBjs UIB puB sjgdBd Xui JB >pBq
yooi i "sjgpup jo jo[oo gqj jnq 5[OB[q
jou SBA\i gAgqgq j -JJBJS B giu sgAiS
'uoijoui JJIAVS jo puoogs gqj 'ggs j ji jo
jjBd gqj puB 'A\opuiA\S gqj jsBd sum
jBg B 'ut siqj §up[Bj ui j sy -sjmds jug{
-oAgjBiu JSUIB§B uoijggjojd SB sgAjgs PUB
gpjp oiqoXsd gqj s|Bgs jg^BJj stpjoq
gqj jo uoijBjpgj y -sgAjgu gqj Xpsgjs oj
sqjBgjq ggjqj §ui5[Bj puB—UA\op jq§u
'dn ui|Bd jjgj—spuBq Suiuiof Xq ui§gq
oj gjB g^ 'uuj gqj jo Ajojsiq pgjunBq
gqj PUB sgguBgs oj pgjBjgj spijgjBiu
gqj jo sg§Biui dn gjnfuoo t,3Aij oj gui|sj,,
pUB ^Bijojr),, jo suopipugj ssg^pug PUB
'Suijqgq qsiJB§ 'gjnjiujnj pooM 5[JBp
gqj 'sg§BijJBO uoojJBg B qjiM pgjBJOogp
qjopgiqBj gijsBjd gq^ "jSBd Am mojj gAu
-gp gAjgsqo j sjsoqS Amo gqx 'dBj uo si
jBqM oj sgApsmgqj Suidpq jo jgppoqs
s^jguip B uo puBq gjqisiAui UB SupBjd
'JISIA pijs uigqj jo gmog 'ugrnqoBoo
SuissBd jo uiooj Suiuip puB moojpgq
gqj SB pgAjgs gauo 'sjqSq pgj PUB uggj§
puB sqgMqog qjiM pguoojsgj sjgjjBj
sji 'uojxng gqj jo jugmgsBq gqx
•juiod siqj uo sgouBqo
Xm g?[Bj oj SuipiM UIB j jnq 'pgjsgg
-§ns OSJB si sg§BjgAgq pqooiB mojj
uoijugjsqy -jsBgj sjuids gqj qoiqM uodn
XSjgug oiqgAsd ojui pgjB^suBJj si pooj
Xq pgpiAOjd ASjgug jBgisAqd gqj tgguBgs
jgdojd B jgnpuoo oj jgpjo ui XjBssg
-ogu si qoBuiojs ^nj B pBgj 9ABq j "jggq
B PUB Mgjs jggq gqj jgpjo PUB UJ3ABJ
jugmgsBq gqj ui guip oj gppgp j
•sdgjs ypuq gqj UMOp JBgddBsip puB
giu puiqgq joop gqj ^ o\ 'JSIJM gqj jo
5[Dig JJIMS B qji^\^ PIABQ
oj gouB[qmgsgj SuissBd B uodn 5[jBiu
-gj jgjBj piM spuguj Am puB 'X[{BjnjBU
'^gBjq gjB sgqjop Xm !jojjim jgsop gqj
ui J3AO jpsXm 5[ogqg j -jguuip jgjjB mg|
-qojd siqj gAjos oj pugjui j jnq 'punoj
gjB sg];qBj gqj jo guou 'jusmjuioddB
-sip Xm QX '(Bujnof gouBgs A"UI SB gAjgs
piM ji !g{qBj gqj uo ji ggBjd puB jgpjoogj
gjjgssBoojoim Am gAomgj OSJB j •SUIJIJM
gijBmojnB JGJ jgdsd {BuopippB PUB '§ui
-JIJM jogjip joj xoq B m ugd PUB jgdBd
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moves her hand?
Long before we reach this stage, I out-
line the basic procedure, and my asso-
ciates assist in preparing the room. First,
we decide on which of the two cham-
bers to use. The Playboy asks for the
death room, but I tell him I'm not sure
in which room Bonnie breathed her last.
The stories do not provide such details.
We select the larger room and move the
only table that will work—of the rect-
angular bed-
side variety—
into the room.
The Photogra-
pher takes a
few pictures
of the room
before we be-
gin; he seems
intrigued by
Texan on the Ottoman to my right. I pull
up a wooden desk chair, tossing its
striped pillow on the floor. The Bible,
glass of water, and paper and pen fill
the table. We try joining hands, and sat-
isfied this arrangement will work, I tell
them what to expect.
Before beginning, we must agree
upon whom we will contact and who
will be are spirit guide. The spirit guide
is an entity friendly to the participants—
a deceased relative, for example—and
intercedes on their behalf, bridging the
world of the living and the dead. The
participants must remain focused on the
name of the spirit guide throughout the
seance in order to maintain the connec-
tion. Since I am serving as the conduc-
tor, I choose my great-grandfather as the
spirit guide, hoping to God he won't be
offended, cantankerous Scotsman that
tivity occurring in the second hour. Af-
ter ten minutes of silence, I become
impatient and wonder if I should say
something. The words seem trapped in
my mouth; I'm not really experienced
with this type of thing, and what can I
say that won't sound like something
from an episode of Dark Shadow! Af-
ter much hesitation and a few raspy
breaths, I utter something generic like,
"Spirits, come and communicate with
us." I tell the group to remain focused
on our spirit guide. The Activist asks
me for the middle name of my great
grandfather, and I tell her I don't re-
member it. The Poet asks me if his
middle initial was A; something tells her
it was A. I tell her I don't know and ask
her to make an attempted invocation.
She asks, "Is there anyone out there who
wishes to communicate with us?"
Forty minutes pass before we hear a low,
guttural noise, coming from the floor and
moving towards us. At this point,
I laugh. The sound: the
Photographer's snore.
the chandelier hanging over the bed and
the wall-length mirror squeezed be-
tween two windows in the room where
we convene. From what he has read, the
Playboy says the presence of mirrors is
important; his remark reminds me of the
childhood Bloody Mary game, but out
of ignorance I agree with him. I put the
box with paper and pen beneath the
table. The Poet lights the candles, plac-
ing one on the television and the sec-
ond on the vanity, which is behind me
during the seance. The Texan gets the
glass of water and remarks upon the
stain around the toilet; the Artist eats
the shortbread cookies next to the cof-
fee machine, and we are ready to be-
gin.
I close the door to the first room
and bid them to sit down and form a
circle as best as possible. The Poet and
Playboy sit on the sofa, the Artist and
Activist on the foot of the bed, and the
he is. Our desire is to reach the spirit of
Bonnie Bounell—although the Playboy
seems quite keen on channeling the
dead cat—and my great grandfather, we
hope, will bring her to us.
At 10:00 PM the Photographer
turns off the lights, and I tell my friends
to join hands, shut their eyes, and take
three deep breaths. I recite the Lord's
Prayer and, after a pause, the Point of
Light Prayer (another protective ges-
ture) and the Twenty-third Psalm. Be-
tween the latter two, I instruct the par-
ticipants to visualize a white light ro-
tating counterclockwise around our
circle; after seeing the light circle sev-
eral times, they are to imagine it swirl-
ing into the center and funneling up into
the ceiling. After the prayers, I tell them
to focus on the name of our spirit guide
and wait.
A seance is intended to last two
hours, with most of the interesting ac-
Nothing hap-
pens. We sit si-
lently in the dark
for fifteen more
minutes. A tense
feeling strikes my
body, and I ask the
group if they feel it.
We agree the tension derives from hold-
ing hands for twenty-five minutes and
sitting with our backs straight. I sug-
gest changing spirit guides—great
grandfather is just not responding—and
the Poet offers her grandmother. She
says her name, and we wait. I ask for
the spirits to "come and communicate
with us" a few more times. We wait.
Forty minutes pass before we
hear a low, guttural noise, coming from
the floor and moving towards us. At this
point, I laugh. The sound: the
Photographer's snore. He is asleep,
wrapped in a rug. We break the circle
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and slump back in our chairs, sofas, on
the bed. The Poet gets up to turn on the
lights, and the Activist switches off the
recorder. The Photographer and Artist
go out onto the terrace to smoke.
After a short break, in which the
Photographer makes himself a cup of
coffee, we reconvene to discuss the
shortcomings of our initial effort. The
Playboy believes we selected the wrong
room; like some of the others, he feels
more of a presence in the first room.
He now believes this is where Bonnie
died; I tell him about the air freshener
in the bathroom. We agree to leave the
door leading to the first room open; if
Bonnie wishes to join us, she will have
free passage. The Playboy remains fix-
ated on the placement of the mirrors,
and I assure him I will sit with one di-
rectly behind my head.
The Activist believes part of our
problem derives from a lack of focus.
The Texan confesses to thinking about
her own deceased relatives and not my
great-grandfather; the Poet did the same
thing. We agree to forgo any spirit
guides and to attempt to contact Bonnie
directly. After all, the Activist reasons,
this is her room, we are the guests.
The Playboy says that's just it. We
are not guests, but visitors who will not
spend the night. All of the ghostly sto-
ries concern guests; Bonnie only ap-
pears to guests whose satisfaction with
the Inn concerns her. His argument
meets with near unanimous approval,
but I insist upon trying again, focusing
on Bonnie and having everyone speak.
The Texan tells me to say the Lord's
Prayer correctly this time; according to
her, I omitted three verses.
We begin again at 11:30. The Poet
now sits on my right; she does not wish
to be near the open door. I say the
prayers and tell them to visualize the
light. "Bonnie, come and communicate
with us." I suggest each participant pro-
vide an invocation.
"Bonnie, our hearts and minds are
open," says the Poet.
"Give us a sign," pleads the Play-
boy.
"Bonnie, let us get to know you,"
is the Texan's attempt.
"Bonnie, we want you to be com-
fortable," says the Artist, "And to un-
derstand what you have to say."
"Bonnie, we are listening." With
the Activist's invocation, we have
circled the group. I decide to call Bonnie
forth a second time, and the others fol-
low my lead. Three times around the
circle we summon her, and with each
successive attempt, I feel more comfort-
able with the group, as if we are joined
by more than our hands, as if a force
travels from person to person. This force
begins weak, but by the time it has
passed around the circle and back to me,
it is a palpable entity. We all open our
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eyes and look around for a sign of an-
other presence. The Playboy notices the
candle flame behind my head, how the
flame flares and flickers without a
breeze in the air. It elongates and sways
from side to side, and we take this as a
sign of Bonnie's presence. The Playboy
asks Bonnie to make the other candle
flare, and after a moment, the candle
flares. Both sway madly, and I decide
to develop a system. I tell Bonnie to
make one candle flare if the answer is
"yes" and both candles flare if the an-
swer is "no," and instruct each partici-
pant to ask a question. I ask the first.
"Bonnie, are you happy with how
the Buxton is managed?"
One flicker.
The Poet follows me. "Bonnie,
are we alone?"
One flicker.
The Playboy leans forward on the
couch. "Bonnie, why is it you appear
to guests?"
Nothing.
"Bonnie, are you happy?" asks
the Texan, and receives one flicker.
The Artist follows, "Is there such
a thing as peace?"
As this point, my recording of
events becomes garbled. The Activist's
question sounds something like,
"Bonnie, are you Aunt Jemima?" I re-
ally doubt that's what she said, but some
of the additional questions remain
within my memory. I ask about the gar-
denia perfume. The Playboy inquires
whether or not a spirit named Nate
Turner inhabits his house. The Poet is
interested in
loneliness and
pain; the Texan
wants to know
if Bonnie has
friends. All of
this is lost on
the tape, and
perhaps my
memory is
faulty, but one
thing is still
heard clearly—
a pen scratch-
ing paper. I'm
not sure how it
begins. I be-
lieve I try first.
The force,
which now
seems to bind
our group to-
gether, feels concentrated in my wrist
and elbow. I feel the urge to write. I take
the pen and pull the paper near, but
nothing happens. I hand the pen to the
Poet, and she writes.
At first, the pen crawls along, and
then the strokes broaden and length.
Nothing but lines appear, but the Poet
insists they are trying to take form.
Someone or something is trying to write
"Yes" or perhaps a name. She feels the
words in the pen. The Playboy asks
Bonnie if is she is right- or left-handed
and watches the flame. He is convinced
something is going on in the other
room and asks the Photographer to
take his place. I tell the Photogra-
pher to investigate and for the Play-
boy to stay put.
The Poet continues to write;
the strokes become fiercer and be-
gin to spill off the page. I place my
hand under her wrist, but she tells
me to put it back on top. She asks if
I am moving her hand. I am not. She
says she feels a pressure at the back
of her elbow. She believes Bonnie is
unhappy with the Inn.
I tell Bonnie the recorder is
there for her to use if she desires to
speak with us, but the Poet contin-
ues to write. The recorded sound of
the pen on paper is harsh, like saw-
ing through bone. It lasts the side of
a tape, burying our voices in its
rhythm. As abruptly as the writing
starts, it stops. I ask for Bonnie's pa-
tience; we are all new at this type of
the haunted room
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thing, but whatever presence may have joined us feels gone.
We talk about our bodies; the left side seems cold and
the right warm. We are exhausted. Almost two hours have
passed, taking us beyond the witching hour. I decide to end
the seance by reciting the Point of Light Prayer and telling
them to visualize the white light descending from the ceiling
and moving in a clockwise position around us. I pause to
allow the image to form in my own mind, before reciting the
Twenty-third Psalm and shutting the Bible. I declare the
seance at a close, and the Photographer switches on the light.
Cleaning up, we investigate the candle on the vanity
behind my seat in the seance. Tall and thin, the candle was
set inside a coffee mug and kept aloft by a base of melted
wax. We wonder if the candle came loose during the seance
and if this accounted for the odd movement of the flame. We
find the candle rooted in place.
The Photographer has another idea. As the candle
melted and descended into the mug, he believes, the flame
received less oxygen, and this deprivation produced the flares
and flickers. "It was suffocating slowly," he says.
The other candle has simply melted, covering the tele-
vision, a table, and my suitcase in a thick layer of vanilla-
scented wax.
Before they leave, I ask my ^^_^_
associates what they thought of the
seance. At times, the Texan says,
she felt like she knew Bonnie; for
her, the spirit was sending a .posi-
tive message. "After you die, only
the stuff that made you happy in
life matters," she says.
The Photographer believes
he spoke with Bonnie in his head,
and she appeared in his mind's eye
as a little girl. The Poet supports
his remark by recalling stories
about the spirit appearing in a va-
riety of ages.
"I wanted to know her better
but then she left," says the Play-
boy as he shuts the door.
I am alone again in the
haunted room. I get ready for bed,
observing the curious stain around
the toilet to see if its size has al-
tered. As I return pieces of furni-
ture to their original positions, I
notice something scratched into the surface of the table we
used. At first, I think the pen may have slipped off the paper
while the poet was writing and damaged the wood. Then I
realize we never removed the glass shield from the table—
an obvious protection against clumsy guests; the shield on
one table is now covered in wax—and the scratches assume
a pattern. I see three letters, the first and last corresponding
to my great grandfather's first and last initials; the middle
letter, longer and more pronounced than the rest, is A.
he Haunting of Seven and Nine
Phantom cats aside, rooms seven and nine remain the abode
of former proprietor Ethel "Bonnie" Bounell in death as they
did in life, and she is not afraid to assert her presence to
assist a troubled guest. She has been seen to appear in a blue
dress and at various ages in her life; the attar of gardenias
announces her presence. In 1978, the well-remembered bliz-
zard waylaid most of the Buxton staff, forcing them to spend
the night in rooms reserved for guests. One of the cooks was
given room seven for the night, and when he crawled under
the covers, he discovered an unusual bedfellow—the ghost
of Bonnie Bounell. Bonnie appeared again in 1991 to a nurse
who was staying in room nine. In the middle of the night, the
nurse awoke to see a woman sitting at the foot of the bed.
The woman asked if the nurse were sleeping well; when she
replied in the negative, the spirit vanished. The next day,
after seeing a photograph, the nurse identified her nocturnal
visitor as Bonnie Bounell.
source: Christ Woodyard, Beth Scott, and Michael Norman;
the internet
To unwind, I watch a docu-
mentary on Scientology, which
qualifies as one of the more fright-
ening moments of the evening.
When I attempt to sleep, I leave
on the lights. The next morning,
the Inn enshrouded by fog, I en-
joy a small continental breakfast
by the sealed-off dining room fire-
place. Portraits of George and
Martha Washington watch me eat;
I search for a feeling of ghostly
eyes cast upon me, but Buxton and
company keep their distance. I
return the key to room nine, es-
caping with two pilfered shampoo
bottles, and drive back to Denison
for class.
A few days after the seance, I have coffee with the
Activist. We talk about our mutual experiences. Like the oth-
ers, she had her moments of belief but was more intrigued
by how we responded as a group, the feeling of unity the
seance fostered. I told her the same group of individuals has
to meet eight times or more before anything interesting hap-
pens. She asks about the article, how I plan to approach the
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candles and the writing. I'll write the
truth, I tell her. Nothing happened.
She disagrees. She tells me to
write as if something did, to embellish
when necessary. "Why not?" she says.
"Turn it into a real ghost story."
I finish my coffee and fail to tell
her about the letters scratched into the
,*w,r,
table.
Beatty Bid
Continued from page 5
the Times, "and I believe that deep down
the people want to do something about
that." Historically vocal on behalf of the
Democratic Party and on issues such as
campaign finance reform, progressive
politics, and civil rights, Beatty has es-
tablished himself as Tinseltown's most
savvy and motivated political player.
Long ago, he lent his clout to the cam-
paigns of Democratic presidential hope-
fuls Robert Kennedy, George
McGovern, and Gary Hart, but has now
found himself unhappy with 2000
Democratic alternatives Gore and Bra-
dley, inspiring an urge to run. "There
certainly should be someone better," he
humbly told the Times, "(but) that's not
to say that I don't have strong feeling
on a lot of things that aren't being spo-
ken."
Aside from his past
spokesmanship for Democratic presi-
dential competitors, Beatty has often
tried to bridge the gap between his pro-
fession and outside interests, participat-
ing in films rife with political commen-
tary. This is seen, for instance, in Bonnie
and Clyde, with the devastating results
of Michael J. Pollard's liberation-by-
recruiting,
call the moyo office
I (740) 587-5775, or
, rnail durica_p.
MoYO: the voice of
half-hearted teenage
rebellion.
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tattooing, which touched a nerve with
hippie audiences of the time; in Alan J.
Pakula's The Parallax View, where he
plays a reporter who delves into the dark
side of government, investigating the
murder of a senator; in his arguable
masterpiece, Reds, a dramatization of
American journalist John Reed's expe-
riences with the Communist Party dur-
ing the Russian Revolution which led
to his writing of Ten Days that Shook
the World; and even in Dick Tracy,
which has some shrewd observations
about police corruption to offer amidst
its colorful pyrotechnics and grotesque
make-up effects. But it is with
Bulworth, perhaps the greatest and most
audacious work of art about the world
of politics since Robert Penn Warren's
blistering novel All the King's Men, that
Beatty most vividly communicates his
own opinions about the current state of
American democracy.
Bulworth tells the tale of neo-con-
servative, Democratic senator Jay
Billington Bulworth and his confronta-
tion with his own dishonesty, namely
the loathsomeness of his campaign's
financing and his participation in the
Democratic Party's duplicity in regards
to the African-American community.
Ironically, these feelings are aroused
after he takes a contract out on his own
life, but Bulworth is soon liberated by
the realization that speaking the truth,
at any cost, is the way to go and begins
telling things like they are by any means
necessary, including rap. Bulworth be-
comes the ideal political official—
Gandhian even. He fasts, goes without
rest, and takes constant steps towards
connecting as completely as he can with
his constituency, altering his dress, his
speech, and his lifestyle. But even
though Bulworth became the best re-
viewed film of 1998 and racked up an
Academy Award nomination for Best
Original Screenplay, the film did poorly
at the box office, due in no small part
to the strange and scanty ad campaign
employed by the film's conservatively-
minded distributor, Twentieth Century
Fox (to be fair, though, Beatty himself
told The Nation in their April 5th/12th
issue of this year that he did not feel it
was appropriate to say that Fox had
buried the film because he did not have
marketing control of the film and did
not know all of the specifics regarding
the film's promotion). Still, the film and
the character are a revelation: an enthu-
siastic vision of the way things should
be from one of our finest political art-
ists. Bulworth also stands as the perfect
retort to those skeptical and cynical
about the candidacy of Warren Beatty:
if Warren Beatty the Man could bring
with him to the office of the presidency
even a little bit of the truth that Jay
Bulworth the Character does, and why
should we assume otherwise, then his
interest in the office should be met with
gravity and advocacy.
But just how serious is the Oscar
winner about actually entering the race
for the presidency? Well, serious
enough that he's met with people such
as Ellen Miller (of the Public Cam-
paign), Steven Cobble (formerly of the
Rainbow Coalition), and Robert
Borosage (a major progressive politico).
Serious enough that Time Magazine,
CNN, Newsweek, and others have all
taken a sincere investigative interest in
the possibility—Lloyd Grove of The
Washington Post in his column "The
Reliable Source" has even been keep-
ing a regular tab on the filmmaker called
the "Warren Watch," updating readers
about the star's bid for the presidency.
And serious enough that he's been play-
ing elusive when asked directly about
his potential run. And why shouldn't he
be taken seriously, especially when one
considers the slew of entertainers who
have achieved political office (lest we
forget Ronald Reagan, Sonny Bono,
Fred Dalton Thompson, Jesse "The
Body" Ventura, Bill Bradley, and so on).
Of course, the next few months
will see major changes in each and ev-
ery contender's campaigns, so who
knows what will have changed by the
time this memoir finds itself printed in
the pages of MoYO. That's the fickle
nature of politics for you. Lamar
Alexander: here today, gone tomorrow.
Warren Beatty: maybe here today, but
most likely gone tomorrow. Regardless,
if and whenever he chooses to run,
Beatty would make a positively thrill-
ing "liberal alternative." The energy and
veracity with which he has expressed
his feelings about this country on film
are the kind of energy and veracity we need and must have
in office. You got to be a spirit,Warren, not a ghost.
Barney Ghost
Continued from page 7
than necessary for my various front activities, like MoYO,
Exile, and the David Hasselhoff Impersonation Club. I have
been storing the money in this safe and scaring away would-
be-snoopers with this ghost routine."
"Why then did you assign me this story?"
"I did? I thought I assigned it to my accomplice,
Muzzeli. Oh, well, now you die!"
"NO!" cried Devlin as he leapt up to grab the gun and
save the day. Because he didn't have any hands, he missed
completely and collided with the wall behind Edward G.
Taking advantage of the distraction, I threw the sledgeham-
mer at our assailant and, as he caught it, tackled him and
took control of the firearm.
"Well, Genatti, what are you going to do now? Turn
me in? You know, there is a lot of money in there, and I've
got a real good scheme going. Why don't you join me?"
Struggling to lift his aching head from the ground
Devlin scoffed at the so-called Barney ghost. "Do you think
we'd ever consider joining a lowdown scum-sucker like..."
I interrupted Devlin by shooting him in the face.
"Now the only thing we have to worry about is the
article."
"The article?" the editor laughed and put his arm
around my shoulder. "Don't worry about that. I mean, who's
gonna believe it anyway?" ;
Boomerang Boy
Continued from page 9
potential-if we put him on team three, he won't feel any pres-
sure, so we'll put him on team one and see how he handles
the pressure" and he kicked butt, so within the first day, we
kept him over some of the older vets who got on team two
instead who we could win with, but he's got youth—you
need a mix. If you go all youth, you'll get beat, but if you go
all vets, sometimes you still come up short; not enough leg
or arm power.
MoYO: Concerning specific events, which do you do best,
which do you like?
Chet: Old days, it was funny, I won eleven nationals. I wasn't
real strong at 'maximum time aloft'; I didn't like the event,
persay. I was always going out of bounds, so I didn't try it
much, and wasn't real strong. But I won in spite of that since
my other events were so strong that I was able to compen-
sate for that, but as time went on I had to work really hard at
that, to train in that, too. And so I've become one of the best
throwers in that, too, not making any mistakes. And there
are throwers who get more power and more height than I do,
but they take the risk of going out of bounds, and I'm more
consistent with my throws. My best events are fast catch and
endurance. And again, I've held the US record, but while I
have world record speed in endurance right now, I don't have
world record speed in fast catch, but I don't make any mis-
takes, so I win nine times out of ten, because I'm not going
to make any mistakes, and I have good speed. And then...
trick catch and doubling, I'm one of the best at that... but
that is a really hot and cold event. You never know.
MoYO: For those less familiar with the sport, can you de-
scribe the trick catches?
Chet: Yeah, trick catches—there's a series of catches now.
You do left handed and right handed, and it can't touch the
body, and then a two hand behind the back and a two hand
under the leg, and one hand behind the back and one hand
under the leg, and then you do a hackey catch, where you
have to actually hackey it with your foot and then catch it,
and that's like my nemesis this year—I'm usually really good
at it, but this year, they just keep bouncing places, you can
kick it, but you still have to catch it, and sometimes they go
in weird angles. Then there's the foot catch where you catch
it with both feet, that's where you get on the ground. Then,
there's an eagle catch where it's one handed over the top,
like snagging a fish out of water, and that's a hard catch. If
you catch it, it's easy, but if you miss it, you smack it into the
ground, you don't get a second effort at it. So those are the
different catches. Then you do the same thing with two 'rangs
at the same time, and it's fifty points in the trick catching
portion, and fifty points in the doubling portion. They com-
bine for an event that's worth a hundred points. Then, fast
catch, as I mentioned earlier, is how fast you can make five
throws and catches. The world record is fourteen seconds
now. They all have to go twenty meters, so you couldn't just
throw a little indoor boomerang, and then endurance... if fast
catch is like a hundred yard dash, then endurance is like a
mile run. You have to kind of pace yourself—it's five min-
utes of throwing—how many can you throw and catch in
five minutes. And the wind will change—it changes direc-
tion, and ebbs and flows during the whole thing, so even if
you're really in a groove, the wind changes at some point
and you have to make an adjustment—that's really where
people get stuck. Sometimes you have the wrong boomer-
ang, or you don't realize when the wind has switched.
MoYO: Have there been any tournaments indoors, without
any wind?
Chet: Yeah, we had some indoor tournaments, and that's a
whole other ballgame, because your fifty-meter boomerangs
that throw great outside with a 3 miles per hour wind, when
you get them in dead calm, they don't want to come all the
way back. To have a boomerang that comes back in no wind
at all, you're actually designing a boomerang that will be
worthless outside—so light that if there's any breeze at all,
you're not going to want to throw it. What happened is that
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we'd just start throwing them harder, but now I've designed
some indoor boomerangs, so I have ones that fly inside. I
was over in Japan doing exhibitions indoors in a huge dome,
and I was throwing floaters and maximum time aloft and
they weren't even hitting the ceiling, it was so high. And I
was throwing fifty meter boomerangs, they'd go out and back,
and I still had fifty meters to go, it was a huge indoor sta-
dium.
MoYO: Sounds great. Do you travel a lot?
Chet: Yeah, I went to all those championships that we men-
tioned, and I was in Japan doing exhibitions, and I'm sup-
posed to be in Columbia now, but one of my teammates was
going to go for ten days, and there was a lot of war and un-
rest down there, so I decided not to go. It sounded a little
dangerous—the state department issued warnings. We go to
Australia in February, and then I travel around the country
with my speaking, so you get to travel a lot.
MoYO: That's awesome. But it wasn't always like that?
Chet: No, but since '81 it's taken me all over the world—I
always called it my passport to the world because if I wasn't
throwing boomerangs, I wouldn't have gone all those places
I've gone—Australia, New Zealand, Japan, and so on. Be-
fore that, before the 80s, when I was a kid, I just threw in my
field. No tournaments, I didn't know anyone else who threw
boomerang. I liked it because it was unique.
MoYO: Yeah, I wondered how you and your brother came
across it.
Chet: I read an article in a book, a Reader's Digest book. I
just thought this was really cool. There was a pattern at the
end of how to make your own boomerang. My grandpa helped
me make the boomerang and the thing actually flew. We did
the kinda side-arm pitch and they went upppppppp and came
swooping back to us. I said, "This is unbelievable!" So I set
out on a quest to learn more about it, and I went to the library
to find books on it. I found another pattern in the encyclope-
dia. It was for this big hunting boomerang. It was about half
an inch thick, and a killer. I mean, I would throw these things
and they'd come back and hit me in the chest. I'd have bruises.
I was in sixth grade, so I'd go to school and tell the girls,
"Yeah, I got hit by a boomerang." [chuckles and makes a
"suave guy" face] They were like, "Get away." [laughs] I
kept trying to find information on them though, and that's
what led me to the boomerang business. Additionally it was
a newsletter I put together for a bunch of friends I threw
boomerangs with in college (Wheaton). I wanted people to
be able to learn more about it, to get a whole network going.
People would see me throwing them on campus, and every-
body wanted one. So I'd use the vices and files in the art
department and make boomerangs and sell 'em to all of my
friends. That became my business. I paid for a lot of my
social life that way. So I kept a newsletter growing to these
people who went different directions after college, and they
helped spread it all over the nation, and it quickly became an
international publication.
MoYO: How do you manage to balance the sport and the
other parts of your life? How do you find the time?
Chet: One of the things we did was to try to incorporate my
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family into the activity. When I went to Australia in '87,
when I went to Europe later, I took my wife. When I went
back to Australia in '91, we took Cody (his son), [pauses] In
Germany, I went by myself. Lydia had just been born. That
was sort of a sore point because I really probably should
have stayed home, stayed here and been a dad. I got my roles
mixed up a little. Oh, and we lost in Germany and I lost the
world championship, and so there was no reward to say, "Well
look, at least I won!" I learned my lesson there. The sport
has really turned into my job. You know? I coached gym-
nastics a long time and threw boomerangs, and these were
the things I did growing up. This was my avocation.
MoYO: What is it like to be the leading player in a sport that
doesn't receive a lot of attention? When you became the US
champion, when you became the World Champion, was there
a certain amount of fame?
Chet: It's funny, because there are always opportunities. The
biggest perk of winning was the opportunity to go some-
where else. When I travel to schools, the kids ask me, "Are
you rich?" F always saying, "No, I'm rich in experience."
I've been places I never would have been. It's a hard lesson
to teach that fame and fortune do not go hand in hand. But
you're right, sometimes we think, "Where's Oakley or Nike
for sponsorship?" And the only way to get air time, usually,
is sponsors. So, sometimes you have to be willing to sell
your soul for that, and I haven't been willing to do that. I've
had offers for beer commercials and Marlboro and I've turned
those down due to my own convictions. I've found other
sponsorship because of that. We joke that our kids, like Cody,
will probably have a Wheaties contract or Nike. He'll be the
Tiger Woods of the boomerang world, and we'll still be poor,
[laughs] "Man, we missed it by that much!" We feel like
we're kind of paving the way, and even if boomerangs doesn't
take off...well, boomerangs are so unique, I have a hard time
seeing it becoming as popular as soccer or something. I mean,
all you need for soccer is open space and some friends, but
all you need for boomerangs is the open space... and the soc-
cer fields are already there! It always will have a quirky ap-
peal, and it attracts a lot of free-thinkers, off the beaten path.
MoYO: What do you think of some of these other extreme
sports, outside of the mainstream?
Chet: If I'm watching mountain biking or skateboarding or
BMX biking on ESPN 2,1 feel like it's a very parallel uni-
verse. It's still a really small little group, and they all know
each other. They get to travel, and do things, and they have
somehow hooked in to the sponsors. We've been trying to
figure out how to do that. It's something that we've kind of
missed. There's a difference though. We've all ridden a bike,
so when you see BMX guys ramping, you say, "Whoa, that's
unbelievable! I know I can't do that." Golf is like that. I
mean, nobody will tell you golf is an exciting game, but one
of the reasons golf is so hugely popular is that most people
have done it. So when you see Jack Nicklaus, everybody can
appreciate the great skill in what he's doing. Since boomer-
angs are still outside of that, people watch it and say, "That's
really interesting." I've never heard anybody say they're not
interesting. But they can't relate it back to anything. It's a
little disappointing when you see other sports go, and even
get in the Olympics. We pitched really hard to get boomer-
angs in the Olympics in Australia. When you're the host coun-
try, you can add a sport. It didn't go, though. Still, we draw
satisfaction from what we're doing. We're traveling around
the world, which is what we'd be doing if it were an Olym-
pic sport. We're not letting it stop us.
MoYO: What is the atmosphere like at the US Nationals?
Chet: It's really cool. I mean, I'm pretty focused, pretty cen-
tered, but most of the guys, even top competitors, are social-
izing. It's not cutthroat, you're talking to your buddies, con-
gratulating them for good throws. You coach other people a
little, they coach you. We don't hire referees. Each of us
makes the call for ourselves. It's tough that way, because
sometimes people abuse that, but they have to live with it,
you know? I mean, they'll probably lose anyway, but if they
win, they win knowing they cheated to get there. It puts a lot
of responsibility on the part of the competitors. That's the
spirit of the sport: it's your call.
MoYO: How is it different than the World Championships?
Chet: Well, at the worlds, there's a lot of team spirit. There's
still some mingling. I go to dinner with the Swiss guys, be-
cause I can eat with my teammates anytime I want. On the
field of competition, there's really a sense of team pride.
That's neat, because boomerang throwing is always indi-
vidual, and when you form a team and compete, you realize
you have to do what's best for the whole team, not just your-
self. Sometimes you have to hold back, because it can be too
great a risk. In individual competition, if you blow it, well,
you're out. But it's just you, not your whole team. I really do
my best in team play. I feel a responsibility for my team.
MoYO: Now the Germans have been pretty good at the last
couple of World Championships...
Chet: Yeah, in '96 they beat us, but we were without some
of our best players. We lost by a really small margin with a
really weakened team. But they were able to keep the same
exact team for the worlds in '98. These guys were still young,
a little older, a little wiser. They are really where the US was
ten years ago when we began our domination. It's kinda scary.
A lot of our top players are in their thirties or forties like
myself, and we're still competitive, but we're not going to
be there for ten more years. Our younger guys just don't
have the experience yet. We've got a great team this year
though. It'll be tough, because they don't have any weak-
nesses.
MoYO: What other tournaments are there?
Chet: Well, we've been running ours in Delaware for the
last twenty years. It's the oldest and the largest tournament
in the country. We always do it the first weekend of August.
We've held the nationals here a bunch of times, and we held
an international match against the Australians in '84. There
are a lot of good boomerang throwers in Ohio. My brother
and I here, Gary and Mike are in Canton, John Glisky in
Cleveland. There are more US team players here than any-
where else.
MoYO: Are there tournaments in the Southern Hemisphere
we can throw at during the winter?
Chet: Our season usually lasts until October in the States,
then pick up again in March or April. They're the first, down
in Georgia. It's mostly a warm weather sport. The World
Championships this year are in Australia in February. That's
a challenge for us and the Europeans, because the Aussies
will have a lot of warm weather to throw in, a lot of tourna-
ments, and we'll be rusty. That's the challenge: to try to throw
throughout the winter, to be really sharp, at our peak.
MoYO: How have you managed to deal with your great suc-
cesses?
Chet: Well, I've won a lot of these, and I've been on six
world championship teams, which is more than anyone else.
It's interesting, because I've been doing so well. This will be
twenty years for me and for international competition too.
Maybe if we win, I'll get out. I'll be done. In 1994,1 won the
World Championship, the Nationals, the US Open, and the
World Team Championship, and I retired. I said, "That's it!"
You can't do that every year. And after retiring, I hurt my
knee in gymnastics, and the guys started kidding me about
it. "It's a good thing you quit when you did. You couldn't
keep up with these young guys nursing an injury. You could
never compete now." So the competitor in me couldn't take
it. Plus, I had never been injured before, so I thought, "I can
still throw." Sol came out of retirement late the next season
and won the US Nationals and the US Open. I've never since
won any World Championships since, and never had that
magic string. So sometimes I look back and I think I should
have stopped on top, like Michael Jordan. But of course, he
came back. It would have been a nice way to finish, but it
helped me reevaluate the whole thing. Was winning the only
thing for me? I mean, I was telling the guys on my team that
you had to play for the love of the game. I had to tell myself
that it was most important to be playing.
MoYO: After that kind of success, it must have been hard to
really enjoy just playing.
Chet: Exactly. I had to get beat. In '98,1 lost the Nationals
for the first time. I almost won, but I lost. And again in '99,
I came in second. So it's not like I died and went away, but I
came in second. I had to get beat to realize that you wake up
the next day and it's okay, life goes on. I had been motivated
by fear of losing, definitely. I couldn't imagine it, like some-
thing bad would happen to me, I'd fall off the end of the
earth or something. But I looked around at my teammates,
and I was beating them every year, but they kept coming
out. They didn't quit because they got beat. They came back
every year and got beat again and they seemed happy. I didn't
understand at first. They seemed happy, content with them-
selves, they don't have any self-esteem issues or ego prob-
lems, you know? My self-esteem was all wrapped up in win-
ning. And I always thought, if next year, Pepsi decides to do
a commercial, they'll want the National Champion, and if
I'm not that guy, I'll miss the boat. Once I lost some, I real-
ized life goes on and it's okay.
MoYO: What kind of advice do you have for beginners in
the sport, or even people who have never thrown a boomer-
ang before?
Chet: What I find is that most people try to hard to do tricky
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things to try to make it circle. I tell them it's just like throw-
ing a ball, or imagine a tomahawk. It's an overhand throw,
like you're trying to throw a tomahawk into a tree. At first,
the less you think about it, the better. I mean, keep the curved
side facing you and throw it and see what happens. That's
the easiest thing, instead of reading the directions, "90oo to
the right of the wind at 5°° elevation" or whatever, because
you're so paralyzed with data. If you know somebody who
can throw, you'll be throwing in five minutes. I've taught all
sorts of people, athletes and non-athletes, and given them
feedback. But the boomerang gives you its own feedback,
which is neat. It tells you what you did right away by the
way it flies... but the thing is, just to do it. I mean, the main
reason people don't succeed at things is because they're just
afraid to try. We're afraid to fail so we just don't try. You
have to get out there, believe in it, and make it happen.
I have further boomerang literature, including a boo-
merang catalogue. To learn more or order boomerangs, e-
mail LeadingEdgeChet@compuserve.com. C-
Supernatural is
Super-boring
Denison student non-
plussed by multiple
ghostly experiences
by Tom Hankinson
I was surprised when my editor said that lots of stories forthe magazine this semester were going to be on ghosts. I
have had numerous experiences with ghosts, and I can tell
you, they are not that big a deal. For instance, the first time I
saw a ghost was in third grade, when my mom was hanging
up the laundry to dry. She had just got finished clipping all
my underwear to the line with clothespins, and she was start-
ing to hang up the sheets. My friend was there too; he was
making fun of the red, white, and blue stars on my briefs.
Then, suddenly, he became very quiet. My mother had hung
one of the sheets on the line, and it started to move, seem-
ingly of its own volition, roiling with some unseen force.
My friend and I had just finished swimming, and we both
felt a distinct chill, as if from the presence of some unearthly
cold. Wow, I thought, is that all you've got, ghost? I mean,
come on, if supernatural beings are going to visit the corpo-
real world, you'd think they would at least do something
cool.
Then, of course, there was the time in junior high when
Bobby McOwen ran into the girls' locker room after gym
class one day. He was gibbering and yowling like a banshee,
and swooping around with his arms out. It made all the girls
scream. Bobby almost got in trouble for it, but he told the
principal he was actually possessed by some strange, disem-
bodied spirit who craved a young, healthy body for its own
devices. After that, we had to burn a bunch of fantasy books
in the library for containing "occult references." That was
pretty neat, but not big enough to deserve all the attention
ghosts seem to get these days. Bobby was fine the next day,
and the ghost never came back.
Finally, there is the biggest exposure I ever personally
had to a ghost. I came back from summer vacation this year
and was moving my stuff into the dorm room. When I came
back from one trip to the car, there was a mysterious "per-
son" sitting on my armchair. I asked him how he got in, and
he said, "Through the walls, how do you think?" He didn't
seem like a very exciting ghost; he just sat there on my chair
and looked at me. Then he asked me if I had anything to eat,
and I told him that ghosts weren't supposed to eat, because
the food would fall through their "bodies" and stain things.
He asked me to turn the lights on so he could read. Obvi-
ously, he didn't know ghosts have special powers over light
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MoYO's Cineaste
Spectacular: Andy Killer assists in
editing Miramax's "The
Robert Levine enrolls Yards."
in the New York film
school of hard knocks Plus:
Laura Barrett serves Jason Shuba slams the
cappucino and foreign Luddites
classics at the
Cleveland Cinematheque And much, much more
fixtures. I don't blame him; the whole light-flickering thing
seems overrated. I mean, if I was going to come back from
the dead, I'd want more than just the strange ability to turn
the lights on and off. I'd at least ask for a smooth ride, maybe
a pale horse or something. But anyway, this guy definitely
didn't know his stuff.
"Just what kind of a ghost are you?" I asked.
"A ghost that's going to kick your ass if you don't start
making sense," he said. He never followed through on it.
Ghosts are all talk. In fact, he still lives with me. Claims he's
my "roommate." Sometimes ghosts are just stupid, I guess. I
mean, can't they get it through their insubstantial skulls:
they're dead?
So I fail to see why everybody makes such a big deal.
Ghosts are all over the place, and when you get right down
to it, they're all talk. We should spend our journalistic time
on more important issues, like cats. Those animals are the
really scary thing, if you ask me. Ghosts I can handle, but
I'd hate to be haunted by stupid cats.
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Run, Rita, Run
Denison's marathon professor
by Chris Anderson
Imaging running more than 25 milesin sub-freezing weather with a
wind chill of two degrees. Imagine
also that you have trained for months
in the rain, heat, and cold. Sound like
fun? This is what Denison University
psychology professor Rita Snyder
does to relax. Dr. Snyder has run in
the Columbus marathon for the last
four years. One might expect Dr.
Snyder to have ran cross-country or
track during her high school or
college days but she did not. Snyder
took up running only six years ago.
She decided to start running one day
when she was out for a walk. She
slowly changed her stride from a walk
to a run. Though she only ran a block,
she describes the experience as one of
the freer moments of her life. It was
exhilarating. Running was a tremen-
dous release. Soon after, she started
running regularly.
Running a marathon is not some-
thing one can do without preparation.
Those who do not prepare properly pay
a price. Those who are unprepared have
either injuries, are unable to finish, or
both. When Dr. Snyder decided to run
a marathon she went to the Granville
Public Library and looked at many dif-
ferent books about marathon training.
There are almost as many different
training programs as there are books.
The training program she uses stresses
rest. She begins training for a marathon
about five months before the run.
Throughout her training, she runs about
four miles 4-5 times during the week.
On the weekend, she will go for a longer
run. The length of the long run builds
up gradually. Starting at 5 miles the first
weekend, she adds 1 mile every week-
end. At 10 miles, she adds 2 miles ev-
ery other weekend alternating with half
distance runs (i.e. weekend run length:
12 miles, 6 miles, 14 miles, 7 miles).
The longest training distance Dr. Snyder
ever runs is 22 miles, 4.2 miles less than
the marathon itself, 26.2 miles. Three
weeks before the run her training pro-
gram recommends a taper period. She
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only runs 1 to 2 mile distances during
those three weeks. In addition to run-
ning, she also trains by weightlifting for
20 minutes twice a week.
While she sometimes runs with
sociology/anthropology rofessor Susan
Diduk, she often trains alone. Snyder
maintains life is
not lonely on
the bike path.
Along the bike
path, there are
birds, bullfrogs,
and turtles on
logs. She some-
times stops by a
farm that has
llamas (they do
not spit!). Of
course, there are
also the other
people that she
passes on the
bike path. She
especially en-
joys watching
the seasons
change. Though
she may run
alone, Dr.
Snyder receives
much support
from her hus-
band and other
colleagues. She
ran her first
marathon with Susan Diduk. She ran her
second marathon with communication
professor Laurel Kennedy. She ran her
third marathon with English professor
Marlene Tromp. The latest marathon
she ran by herself.
The marathon itself is a wonder-
ful experience. Snyder finds it easier
than training because of all of the people
around. The social atmosphere at a
marathon is supportive; however, the
elemental atmosphere is not always so
agreeable. Snyder says, "The marathon
always seems to fall on the coldest day."
Even so, Snyder still stresses how fun
the marathon is. She finds all sorts of
Running
marathon is
more like a
social euent
than a race
Denison
professor of
p s y c h o l o g y
and
m a r a t h o n
runner Dr.
Rita Snyder
interesting people with whom to talk
during the marathon. She usually talks
with people about kids, careers, or train-
ing for the marathon. Though the Co-
lumbus marathon is a relatively small
marathon (only 4,000 - 5,000 people)
there are fans along the entire route.
Last year she finished with a time of
4:32:40, her best time yet. This time
placed her in the middle of her age
group. The best part is the participants
get a medal for just finishing.
The most
difficult aspect of
the race for Dr.
Snyder is seeing
other people drop
out because of in-
juries. Most
people have the
hardest time be-
tween 16 and 18
miles. She says if
they are not crying
they are near tears.
These moments
are very emo-
tional because so
much time has
been invested in
preparing for the
run. Luckily, Dr.
Snyder has only
had one injury,
and it did not pre-
vent her from fin-
ishing the race.
During last year's
marathon, she hurt
her hamstring.
What most impressed me when I
talked to Dr. Snyder was the attitude she
took towards running. She keeps a slow
and steady pace (about an 11-minute
mile while training). She does not care
if people pass her nor does she gloat
over passing others. She never treats the
marathon like a race. Snyder says,
"Running a marathon is more like a
social event than a race". The true race
is the hectic world outside of running.
She does not keep a log and makes a
point never to think about the psychol-
ogy of running. Running is something
she does to get in touch with a different
aspect of herself. She runs for the sheer
.*.i: "^ :.joy of it.
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